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Abstract

Social media is known for its multi-cultural
and multilingual interactions, a natural product
of which is code-mixing. Multilingual speak-
ers mix languages they tweet to address a dif-
ferent audience, express certain feelings, or at-
tract attention. This paper presents a large-
scale analysis of 6 million tweets produced
by 27 thousand multilingual users speaking 12
other languages besides English. We rely on
this corpus to build predictive models to infer
non-English languages that users speak exclu-
sively from their English tweets. Unlike na-
tive language identification task, we rely on
large amounts of informal social media com-
munications rather than ESL essays. We con-
trast the predictive power of the state-of-the-
art machine learning models trained on lexi-
cal, syntactic, and stylistic signals with neu-
ral network models learned from word, char-
acter and byte representations extracted from
English only tweets. We report that content,
style and syntax are the most predictive of non-
English languages that users speak on Twit-
ter. Neural network models learned from byte
representations of user content combined with
transfer learning yield the best performance.
Finally, by analyzing cross-lingual transfer –
the influence of non-English languages on var-
ious levels of linguistic performance in En-
glish, we present novel findings on stylistic
and syntactic variations across speakers of 12
languages in social media.

1 Introduction

Twitter is known for its diverse multi-cultural
and multilingual interactions (Mocanu et al.,
2013) where multilingual users play an impor-
tant bridging role in global social network con-
nectivity (Hale, 2014; Eleta and Golbeck, 2014).

∗This work was performed while the student was an in-
tern at PNNL. Stephen Ranshous is a PhD student at North
Carolina State University now.

Multilingual speakers often mix languages inside
the tweet (e.g., intra-sentential code-switching)
or across their tweets (e.g., inter-sentential code-
mixing) to express their thoughts or feelings, to
address a different audience, to attract attention
or emphasize a point (Eldin, 2014; Nguyen and
Doğruöz, 2013; Lignos and Marcus, 2013). Hi-
dayat (2013) reported that 45 percent of code-
switching on Facebook happened due to lexical
need, 40 percent due to the choice of a topic.

This work focuses on inter-sentential code-
mixing within multilingual user timelines. The
goal of this work is introduce a task of predict-
ing foreign (non-English) languages users speak
exclusively from their English informal commu-
nications in social media. Unlike L1 identifica-
tion task (Tetreault et al., 2013), we do not claim
that non-English languages are native languages
of multilingual speakers in our data. Moreover,
we rely on large amounts of real-world commu-
nications on Twitter – informal and noisy rather
than hundreds of essays generated by ESL learn-
ers (targeted student population). We experiment
with the largest group of non-English languages
analyzed so far.1 Inspired by earlier work on na-
tive language identification (Smith, 2001; Kop-
pel et al., 2005), we hypothesize that lexical, se-
mantic, syntactic and stylistic choices in English
portion of multilingual content have different pre-
dictive power on inferring non-English languages
users speak. For that we first develop linguistic
models to test our hypothesis, and then evaluate
syntactic and stylistic similarities across speakers
of non-English languages using the English por-
tion of their multilingual content in social media.
In addition, we contrast the state-of-the-art predic-

1Multilingual Twitter dataset was acquired using the pub-
lic Twitter API and analyzed over the period of 09/15 –
01/16. Multilingual user and tweet IDs are available at
http://www.cs.jhu.edu/˜svitlana/
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NON-ENGLISH ENGLISH
Lang Users Tweets O Tweets E
Tagalog 11,681 864,344 74 1,199,933 102
Spanish 4,451 406,410 91 661,754 149
Portuguese 2,877 267,935 93 270,386 94
Indonesian 2,360 269,004 114 518,897 220
French 1,555 121,581 78 262,712 169
Korean 907 51,034 56 81,706 90
Italian 765 52,346 68 94,444 123
Hindi 755 50,091 66 104,121 138
German 677 107,426 158 252,954 374
Polish 584 41,577 71 106,177 182
Japanese 528 62,800 118 125,485 238
Russian 195 23,325 119 39,643 203

Table 1: Dataset statistics in terms of the number of
users, tweets, and the average number of tweets per
user in English (E) and non-English (O) languages.

tive models with neural networks trained on word,
character and byte representations, social network
interactions, and using transfer learning.

The proposed approach on inferring foreign lan-
guages users communicate on Twitter and the de-
tailed analysis on cross-lingual variations have
several important implications. Our findings can
not only inform models in sociolinguistics and
psycholinguistics, but also have broad applications
in a variety of natural language processing (NLP)
tasks including language identification (Tetreault
et al., 2013), author profiling (Volkova et al., 2015)
and English as a second language (ESL) error de-
tection (Leacock et al., 2010).

2 Background

Multilinguality in Social Media Multilingual-
ity and code-mixing in social media is the norm
rather than an exception. While it has been studied
extensively in formal and spoken contexts (Joshi,
1982; Solorio and Liu, 2008; Holmes, 2013), it
remains under-examined in social media (Shafie
and Nayan, 2013; Bock, 2013; Sihombing and
Meisuri, 2014; Androutsopoulos, 2015).

Only a few corpora have been created to support
studies on multilinguality and code-switching in
informal communications (Cotterell et al., 2014;
Maharjan et al., 2015). The majority of work
in social media focused on word-level language
identification (Solorio et al., 2014; Jain and Bhat,
2014) and automatic prediction of code-switching
points (Nguyen and Doğruöz, 2013). Other stud-
ies investigated how language groups connect
within a network of multilingual users (Eleta and
Golbeck, 2014; Kim et al., 2014), the use of code-
switched hashtags (Jurgens et al., 2014) and mi-
nority languages on Twitter (Nguyen et al., 2015).

Cross-Linguistic Transfer in ESL Texts Re-
cent work by Berzak et al. (2014) measured cross-
linguistic transfer using correlations between lan-
guage similarities estimated from structured fea-
tures of ESL texts and typological features of na-
tive languages. Similar to earlier work on lan-
guage similarities by Georgi et al. (2010) they
used the Word Atlas of Language Structures
(WALS) topological features that include phonol-
ogy, morphology, nominal categories, nominal
syntax, verbal categories, word order, simple
clauses, complex sentences and lexicon features.

Native Language Identification (L1) on ESL
Speakers Earlier work on L1 identifica-
tion (Koppel et al., 2005; Tsur and Rappoport,
2007; Brooke and Hirst, 2012; Wong and Dras,
2011; Tetreault et al., 2013) focused on identifying
L1 in small corpora generated by ESL students.
The proposed models relied on classifiers learned
from lexical features over characters, words, and
parts of speech tags, and the document structure.

Unlike previous work, this paper is a first large-
scale study that focuses on cross-lingual syntac-
tic and stylistic variations in informal multilingual
communications in social media. We build mod-
els to predict non-English languages that users
speak exclusively from their tweets in English and
discuss cross-linguistic transfer from non-English
to English in social media. Moreover, in con-
trast to earlier work on L1 identification in ESL
essays (Tetreault et al., 2013) that reports mod-
els learning topical distinctions rather than differ-
ences in syntax, we found that stylistic and syn-
tactic choices are predictive of foreign languages
users communicate in social media.

3 Multilingual Twitter Dataset

We collected multilingual user timelines using the
public Twitter API stream from September 2015
through January 2016. From the set of users who
posted during that time, we only sampled users
who produced at least 25 tweets in English and
25 tweets in any other language. Tweet-based lan-
guage detection was obtained using the state-of-
the-art language identification algorithm Lui and
Baldwin (2011).2 The resulting user and tweet
distributions, the mean and the median number
of tweets per user in English (EN) and Other (O)
languages are reported in Table 1. In total, our

2http://support.gnip.com/enrichments/
language_detection.html
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dataset contains 6,036,085 tweets (3,718,212 in
English and 2,317,873 in other languages) pro-
duced by 27,335 users who tweet in English and
one or more of 12 other languages.3

4 Approach

4.1 Non-English Language Prediction
We evaluate the influence of different signals in
English tweets on predicting non-English lan-
guages the users speak in a classification task. We
use several classifiers including Logistic Regres-
sion, Random Forest and AdaBoost implemented
in scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011). In addi-
tion, we developed a neural network architecture
as shown in Figure 1 that relies on word, char-
acter and byte representations, social interactions
(graph) and transfer learning from a much larger
multilingual Twitter corpus. We validate out mod-
els using 10-fold cross-validation.

Figure 1: Neural network architecture for predicting
non-English languages from English tweets.

For machine learning models, in addition to
lexical, phonetic, syntactic and stylistic signals
described in Section 4.2, we rely on pre-trained
word embeddings – 300-dim Word2Vec (W2V)
vectors trained on Google News (News W2V),4

100-dim GloVe5 vectors (Twitter GloVe) trained
on 2 billion tweets (Pennington et al., 2014) and
Normalized Pointwise Mutual Information (Twit-
ter NPMI) vectors released by Lampos et al.
(2014). To construct 50-dim embedding vectors
we learned word embeddings using a skip-gram
model (Mikolov et al., 2013) from gensim pack-
age6 on a corpus of one million English tweets.

3If a user tweets in more that one foreign language, we
predict the most used language.

4https://code.google.com/archive/p/
word2vec/

5http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/
glove/

6https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/

For deep learning models, social network inter-
actions are encoded as one-hot vectors over the
vocabulary of @mentions similar to (Volkova
et al., 2017). For transfer learning, we trained a
language model on large Twitter dataset of 450
thousand users who speak 12 non-English lan-
guages, and transferred weights to 27,335 users.

4.2 Multilingual Timeline Analysis

Cross-Lingual Stylistic Analysis To measure
cross-lingual stylistic similarities in English con-
tent (as incorporate stylistic features into our
predictive models) we calculate tweet-level and
word-level stylistic features that reflect user com-
munication behavior and interaction style sim-
ilar to (Volkova and Bell, 2017). For exam-
ple, a style vector includes tweet length in words
and characters; proportion of uppercased, elon-
gated e.g., Yaay, woow and capitalized words;
punctuation, hashtag, mention, url, emoticon and
mixed punctuation rate e.g., ???!!! etc. We to-
kenized tweets using the Twokenizer (Owoputi
et al., 2013) for the majority of languages, except
Korean,7 Japanese,8 and Hindi.9

Cross-Lingual Syntactic Analysis To estimate
syntactic variations in English content given other
foreign languages the users speak we focus on
the part-of-speech use. We convert all English
tweets to the corresponding part-of-speech (POS)
tag vectors using the state-of-the-art POS tagger
trained on Twitter data (Owoputi et al., 2013).

5 Classification Results

Table 2 presents classification results of non-
English languages multilingual users speak pre-
dicted from their English tweets obtained using
machine learning models. We found that tweet
content – word embeddings or word ngrams are
the most predictive of non-English languages that
multilingual users tweet (F1=0.72, 12-way clas-
sification). Style is more predictive than syntax
(F1=0.66 compared to F1=0.64). As expected, lin-
guistic features – content, syntax and style fea-
tures significantly outperform the baseline profile
features. Logistic Regression and Random Forest
models outperform AdaBoost classifier.

models/word2vec.html
7https://github.com/twitter/

twitter-korean-text
8https://pypi.python.org/pypi/

tinysegmenter
9http://www.nltk.org/
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Figure 2: Cross-lingual stylistic variations in the English portion of multilingual content: “prop.” is the proportion
of tweets, “.rate” – the rate per word (ru:en stands for the English content of Russian speakers).

Feature AdaBoost LogReg RandForest
SEMANTIC: EMBEDDINGS

Twitter Glove 0.53 0.47 0.57
Twitter NPMI 0.55 0.53 0.52
News W2V 0.54 0.46 0.56
Twitter W2V 0.58 0.67 0.54

LEXICAL: WORDS
Unigrams 0.53 0.72 0.64
Trigrams 0.53 0.72 0.65

PHONETIC: CHARACTERS
Bigrams 0.53 0.55 0.56
Trigrams 0.42 0.60 0.59
Fivegrams 0.52 0.64 0.66

SYNTACTIC AND STYLISTIC
Profile 0.48 0.41 0.54
Style 0.53 0.52 0.66
Syntax 0.52 0.64 0.46

Table 2: Prediction results (macro F1 weighted by
support) of non-English languages users speak learned
from syntax, style and lexical content in 3.7 million En-
glish tweets using AdaBoost, Random Forest, and Lo-
gistic Regression models.

Figure 3 presents foreign language classifica-
tion results using neural network architectures
trained on word, character, and byte representa-
tions (content), (b) social interactions encoded as
one-hot @mention vectors (graph), (c) the com-
bination of content and graph vectors, and (d)

Figure 3: Foreign language classification results ob-
tained using neural network models.

content with embedding weights initialized using
transfer learning. Graph representations rely on
one-hot encoding vectors of user interactions.

6 Stylistic and Syntactic Analysis

We summarize our novel findings on stylistic simi-
larities in English content across multilingual user
timelines in Figure 2 and discuss them below.

Language Complexity Hindi (highly phonetic)
speakers generate the longest tweets in English
– more than 18 words per tweet on average, but
speakers of Polish and French produce English
tweets with less than 14 words. Speakers of Hindi
use punctuation more in their English tweets (≥
27% of tweets), whereas speakers of Polish and
French use less (≤ 20%).

Language Subjectivity Speakers of Tagalog
use significantly more English tweets with emoti-
cons (4%) compared to other languages (≤ 1.5%).
Speakers of Russian produce tweets with repeated
punctuation the most (12%) whereas speakers of
Polish the least (7%) compared to others. Elon-
gations e.g., Woooow are used significantly more
in English tweets generated by German speakers
(0.6%) and less by Russian users (≤ 0.2%).

Communication Behavior Speakers of French
and German tend to use more hashtags per word
(8%) in their English tweets compared to other
languages. In contrast, speakers of Hindi (1%)
and Korean (3.5%) use the least. Interestingly, the
proportion of English tweets with hashtags is the
highest (≥ 80%) for Tagalog speakers. Users who
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Figure 4: Cross-lingual syntactic variations in the English portion of multilingual content.

speak Tagalog, Portuguese, Italian and Hindi com-
municate through user mentions in English tweets
the most compared to others – more than 80% of
the tweets contain mentions. German users pro-
duce the least mentions per word (≤ 3%) and
the least tweets with mentions (≤ 30%). German
speakers retweet the least (≤30%), Tagalog and
Hindi speakers the most (≥ 75%) in English. Rus-
sian speakers share URLs the most – more than
75% of tweets contain URLs in their English con-
tent, and Hindi speakers the least.
Syntactic Analysis Figure 4 presents prefer-
ences in part-of-speech tags used in English por-
tion of multilingual content generated by speak-
ers of 12 non-English languages. We discuss our
findings below focusing on the most common ESL
errors for non-English speakers defined by Ro-
zovskaya and Roth (2010) that include determin-
ers, prepositions, adverbs and pronouns.

We found that speakers of Hindi use more ad-
jectives compared to other languages in their En-
glish content (5%), whereas speakers of German
and Polish use less (3.5 and 2.5 percent respec-
tively). We found that speakers of Korean and
Hindi use more determiners (5%), but speak-
ers of German and Polish use twice less articles.
Speakers of Korean use the most interjections e.g.,
lol, yaay! and speakers of Russian use the least.
However, speakers of Russian use more nouns
(16%) compared to other languages and speakers
of Tagalog and Polish use the least (11%). Rus-

sian and Hindi speakers generate more preposi-
tions (7.5 and 9 percent), and Polish speakers use
the least (3%). Korean, Portuguese and Tagalog
speakers produce more pronouns (4 – 5%), but
German speakers generate less (1%) in their En-
glish content. Korean users produce more adverbs
(4%), German and Polish users generate less ad-
verbs (1 – 1.5%). Speakers of Hindi and Korean
use more conjunctions and verbs (1.5% and 12%)
but speakers of Polish and German use less than
1% and 6%, respectively.

7 Conclusions

We presented an approach to identify foreign
(non-English) language speakers from their En-
glish social media posts. We showed that lex-
ical, syntactic and syntactic choices of users in
their English posts are the most predictive of other
non-English languages they speak. Furthermore,
our analysis of cross-lingual transfer in informal
communications revealed novel findings on stylis-
tic and syntactic variations across speakers of 12
languages on Twitter.
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